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Abstract: The use of UML models for testing context is gaining momentum in the existing model based testing scenario. Appending the model semantics and annotation are important mechanisms to represent functional and nonfunctional properties of design elements. This also leads to evolution of new models preserving the semantics of underlying models like UML as reference. In current research such models depend on complex mathematical and graphical notations for its realization. This makes model evolutions or transformations difficult to generate and tedious to use. However, if the development model is adopted for representing test conditions, it will bridge the semantic and operational gap between developer and tester. The structural composition and the interaction pattern during runtime are different aspects of visualization. The analysis of system requires both interpretations to conform for expected behavior. This will serve as an insight for test preference also. This paper focuses on developing semantics of UML applicable to visualize tests. This includes an abstract notation, Functional Flow Block Diagram (FFBD) that incorporates the flow semantics into component diagram to better visualize the execution context. This diagram is adopted from UML and is drawn with intent to visualize test requirements of the system. An important application for reliability analysis is the motivation to use such diagram to visualize test requirements of the system. The FFBDs are easily mapped into Reliability Block Diagram (RBD) that associated reliability constraints to the diagram. This facilitates visualization of quality which is the contribution of the paper.
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INTRODUCTION

Testing is an activity that assures successful execution of functionality. It focuses on validating the requirements with possible input and achieving desired behavior. Systems generally fail due to incomplete or incorrect interactions which were not estimated during design phase. These interactions include sharing of data or functionalities within or beyond a system. This, however are not explored unless executed. Testing designs for early detection of flaws is a matter of discussion since years. The understanding of the structure of the system, data that flows through various components and the dynamic nature of software today need to be understood. Various diagrams in the UML have significantly accommodated structural and dynamic constraints of execution. When we evaluate the software architecture today, we find that the demand for quality (not only functionality) is the concern of engineers. The applications draw data from various sources, manipulate them with various algorithms for a wide range of applications. In the view of customer, the system needs to be reliable, secure and robust for giving the performance up to mark. The responsibility of the developer and the tester has escalated simultaneously. New methods for the evolving architectures and the testing strategies need to be devised to deliver quality with functionality.

The current scenarios in software development exploits reuse oriented design patterns that are deployed to fullfil the functional requirements of the system. They are more of coalition based systems which come from varied sources, technologically and vendor based. The concept of design is casually taken with a fact that they do not adapt to implementation requirements and do not scale or evolve with code. They even lack updated versions while the interaction of components is required from the various sources. Our paper is intended to handle these exceptional conditions of designs. The beauty of the design is however versatile to answer any such query. Software reuse makes existing components fit into the design. The quality of the components taken together form the metrics of quality of the system. A decision-making capability can be drawn during design stage to select components of high quality to achieve a better software. The functional attributes along with non-functional ones can be annotated to serve the purpose. The strategy will enable design to predict the capabilities of the system in terms of quality. The challenge is to define such annotations in the semantics of existing models to make them applicable in industry practices. The choice of UML models is the preference in our work. These models have grounded concepts through UML infrastructure and specifications formally defined and used as standards. The capability of the UML to extend gives a suitable dimension for framing our concept into modeling terminologies. Several models have been used in the analysis of software. The models for testing applications are an interesting research in the subject area. Several researches have been made to employ one or another diagram out of UML for the testing signifying the area of Model Based Testing. The area is emerging with new technologies in development. The challenges also float with trends to mark thrust in the research in the state of art of model based testing. May be service oriented systems or designing models or metamodels for them, the concern for quality is an upright choice. A general overview of the various issues pertaining to the model based testing is presented in the figure 1. The concept of component based testing is relevant to our paper and the domain in which it shall be applicable is shown in figure 2.

Testing is important for quality. A software requirement if marked with perspectives and so the testing must also conform to the same perspectives. Sufficiency is attainted when all the aspects of testing are fully covered and most of the code is verified. The test oracles with specific test criteria and proper planning for test process are important. With the concepts of object oriented and component based testing, major areas of research has evolved like aspect oriented, domain oriented or performance testing. This is reflected
from the new architectures to develop software. Thus a challenge for the existing design models is to cope up with the new architectures.

![Figure 1: Scenario of model based testing and its application in current research](image)

Another challenge while using models for testing is reading its specification to extract relevant test information [18,19]. The UML specifications effectively model systems with formalism in syntax and semantic rules. The syntax of the specification defines elements of the UML in abstract form as diagram and also as textual descriptions as annotations. The semantic are descriptions in the form of OCL and other constraints. The model properties are extracted and used in test automation methods. Several functional and non-functional characteristics are tested through such annotations and contribute to an essential characteristic of UML that is well-formedness. Description logics [22,23], multi-diagrams [24], are alternatives of knowledge representation and semantics of UML models. The next section details the research based on various models and acknowledges the valuable contributions.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews and acknowledges past research in the domain. Section 3 proposes the methodology of deriving a new representation of system. Later in the same section are the algorithmic based specification derivation and its use in test case preparation. It also gives the interpretation of the FFBD for reliability assessment. Finally, in Section 4 the model is created and results are expressed. Section 5 is the conclusion that describes the essential gain from this technique and its scope to automate the process with the newly derived functional flow notation.

**RELATED WORK**

A critical part of development involves testing the code. Developments in life cycles for Agile Methodology with Test Driven Development, Test Design First Development, Behavior Driven Development, have made testing a decisive activity. Model Based Testing [13, 14] rules with prior system estimates before implementing it. Models in UML are classified structural and behavioral to represent the system with different aspects. Certain algebraic methods and formal / informal models exists that are based on mathematical analysis of model properties and their interconnects. These models are more analytical for research and so fail to be easily adopted for software development practice methods. But to highlight the contributions, it is the activity diagram that is most suitable to understand the flow and then can easily be modulated with graphs for assessment [1-3,11,12]. State diagrams [16,17] also contribute to test case generation based on coverage criteria. Class diagrams [20,21,10] are important to understand the structure of the system, its dependency with other parts or modules of the system, to estimate complexity in realizing the behavior through the collection of classes. These diagrams as stated earlier lead to large amount of tests that are derived from the transactions stated in requirements [5]. The code thereby developed also comes in several iterations with subsequent testing and corrections thereafter. The drawback is that the design does not get updated with it. So the testing stage has the code to test and the design faces negligence.

A combination of diagrams is sometimes adopted to generate tests. A mapped class and state chart [4,7] or an aggregate notation from sequence and collaboration [8] is seen in papers. Model based tests does not restrict to identifying defects only but has a broader value in terms of creating a system model, its analysis in terms of inputs and outputs, reporting flaws in design, formal report generation and generating test requirements for future phases [13]. This is an intelligence imbibed in design which even allows to choose appropriate from a marketplace to create new systems. In order to generate the diagrams, the architectural constraints must be clearly stated. This depends on the type of software being developed. The quality is an umbrella feature for any software. UML defines QoS and concepts of fault tolerance as the extensions of UML profile and specifications. The attributes of quality can be within a QoS framework and defined appropriately. The same notation can even extend to define attributes like reliability in the same UML notation. The paper actually contributes to the test requirements and quality to represent in developer’s conversant modeling format like UML. The practice for quality and its inclusion in early life cycle stages is important to achieve quality throughout the system phases. An example for which is CISQ. The Consortium of IT Software Quality (CISQ) defines certain quality characteristic measures for nonfunctional aspects such as reliability, performance efficiency, security and maintainability. There are recommendations for incorporating quality into development and includes certain best practices for achieving it. For instance reliability can be achieved by good coding practices like protecting state in multithreaded environments, safe use of inheritance and polymorphism, resource bound management and managing the allocated resources. The same can be stated in architectural practices like multilayer design compliance, managing data integrity and consistency, exception handling through transactions, class architecture compliance and so on. Similarly the QoS characteristics and constraints can be placed in UML metamodel to define modeling for quality. QoS characteristics are quantifiable attributes of system and logically constructor for non-functional
aspects of quality like latency, throughput, availability, reliability, safety, confidentiality, integrity, probability and accuracy. The paper explores possibilities to embed these QoS characteristics in design properties for evaluating these parameters in the design stage itself. The next section is a formal definition of our proposed model. The semantics are of UML and scoped to future aspects like sustainable designs.

**PROPOSED METHODOLOGY**

Models are the artifacts generated and used in the stages of software development. As in conventional systems, all the diagrams that pertain to system representation are drawn. Other than these diagrams, a new diagram inspired from System Engineering Flow Diagram is to be drawn which is illustrated later in this section. Functional Flow Block Diagram is the formal model that encompasses the components participating in execution context. The notation is actually adapted from the activity diagram, component diagram and system engineering flow diagram. It characterizes activity diagram with its events and the sequence in the flow from beginning of the transaction to its end. This is a most appropriate way to depict the dynamics in the system with available set of components in the design. It also borrows certain features of the class diagram to preserve its structural composition in place.

![Figure 2: Proposed Methodology for Test Modeling](image)

Our model aggregates the details from both the diagrams and creates explanatory diagram similar to a component diagram with greater details. The process of generating the right model streams from the requirements started in the early analysis phase. The usual practice is specifying the functional requirements in the use cases and realizing it in the activity diagram. We also annotate the non-functional requirements from the beginning so that it is also incorporated in the design. For the same we define our feature model along with use cases. Now the functionalities are drawn hierarchically in the feature model. We define the levels in our feature diagram to bring it in an n-tier architecture. The feature model will somehow represent the component that invokes a set of another classes or components while execution. The level of abstraction resolves to a fine-grained level each time such invocations occur.

The second stage evolves the Functional Flow Block Diagrams with the semantics as defined in SysML for blocks. The same can be easily transformed to reliability block Diagram to model reliability within the design. The assessment is done through this RBD.

![Figure 3: Stepwise Model Transformation](image)

The abstract syntax for Block as specified in the SysML standards is SysML: Blocks. Block which is characterized with constraints, operations, parts, references, values and properties. A SysML block defines a system with its features. The Block contains compartments for each of its characteristics. For example constraints are written to specify any physical constraints in the system. The constraints are the places where we can define the exceptional conditions about the execution of the component. The blocks are further incorporated with internal blocks and their properties. The SysML notation [SysML] is shown as in figure

![Figure 4: SysML Block](image)

The whole process is a four-stage model transformation strategy which needs formal annotations. The UML semantics for quality has been well formulated as QoS Profiles and we annotate the design...
elements with the syntax as mentioned with the profile. The parameters for quality are broadly defined and are referred as characteristics. This is described as QoS Characteristics with QoS values. For example, failure occurs when the behavior of system differs from the intended behavior. Fault in the same way is the adjudged or hypothesized cause of an error. The OCL notation for the same is defined for fault and failure as QoS characteristic with domain, perception and consequences.

The same semantics for reliability is stated as \(<\text{QoSDimension}>\) Reliability with the attributes as expected-number-service-failures: \{direction\(\text{(decreasing)}\)\} and \(<\text{QoSDimension}>\) operation semantic:string type. It is characterized with the value estimate of failures to define the ability of the system to keep operating correctly over time.

**RESULTS**

The test visualization is easily managed through the diagram FFBD and the assessment of non-functional requirements of quality is also performed. The structural and dynamic behavior of the system in line with system engineering conventions is applied for software systems here. The large-scale systems can easily be decomposed into hierarchical components and defined within abstractions.

**CONCLUSION**

This paper focuses on developing FFBDs in the semantics of UML to visualize tests. This includes defining Blocks in its abstract notation then incorporating the flow of control into the definition of components to visualize the execution. This FFBD has been referred from SysML and is drawn with intent to visualize test requirements of the system. An important application for reliability analysis is presented in this paper k. The FFBDs are easily mapped into...
Reliability Block Diagram (RBD) for further analysis of reliability of the system. As this is a part of testing, therefore we recommend our methodology for the test based visualization in model based design and testing. This may further be applied with agile or test driven development strategies for evaluation.
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